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On April 6, 1917, the United States 
declared war on Germany and 
entered World War I. Several weeks 

later a French war mission arrived in Wash
ington to meet with President Woodrow 
Wilson and other government officials to 
solicit American assistance. At the beginning 
of May, Baltimore’s mayor, James H. Preston 
(1860 – 1938), upon learning that the com
missioners were returning to Washington, 
invited them to stop over in Baltimore so 
that citizens could demonstrate “the feeling 
of affection which the city holds for them.” 
Preston cited Baltimore and Maryland’s 
deep historical attachment to the marquis 
de Lafayette (1757 – 1834), the Frenchman 
who fought alongside George Washington 
during the Revolutionary War. Lafayette had 
camped near Baltimore during the war, he 
and his male heirs had been made citizens of 
Maryland by the state legislature, and he had 
been famously received in Baltimore during 
his 1824 farewell tour. Preston worked fever
ishly to secure this visit to his city, lobby
ing the US Department of State, which was 
handling the already full schedule of the del
egation. A week into his campaign Preston 
struck on the idea that made the stop irresist
ible to the French party: while in Baltimore 
the delegation would break ground for a 
monument dedicated to Lafayette’s memory. 
Preston believed this memorial would be a 
fitting addition to the legacy of the “Monu
mental City,” a name John Quincy Adams 
was said to have given the city during a visit 
in 1827.1

The groundbreaking for the Lafayette  
statue turned out to be a galvanizing 
moment in the city’s design and planning 
history, enabling a number of largescale city 

plans to coalesce into reality — ideas that for 
more than a decade had been only aspira
tions. These plans would transform several 
significant areas of the city. Although the 
involvement of the Olmsteds in Baltimore 
park and civic planning is well known, the 
central role that the New York firm of 
Carrère & Hastings played in the develop
ment of the city in the first quarter of the 
twentieth century is little discussed.2 This 
essay will survey the planning history of the 
city in this period, focusing on three sites —
Mount Vernon Place, St. Paul Street, and the 
Civic Center — in order to demonstrate the 
breadth of Preston’s ambition and to docu
ment the extensive role of Carrère & Hast
ings in Baltimore, all in an effort to reassert 
the city’s important position in the history 
of American city planning at its inception as 
a professional discipline. Finally, it seeks a 
better understanding of what was meant by 

“modern” by planners, the public, and politi
cians in this dynamic moment of American 
urban design.

During his two administrations 
(1911 – 1919), Preston ambitiously pushed 
Baltimore toward grandscale civic celebra
tions and improvements. In 1914 the city 
and country marked the one hundredth 
anniversary of the American victory at Fort 
McHenry during the Battle of Baltimore 
in the War of 1812. Preston effectively lob
bied the federal government to have the 
use (but not ownership) of Fort McHenry 
turned over to the city of Baltimore, adding 
this prized parkland with historic associa
tions to the city’s holdings. Further, for this 
site he obtained a $75,000 congressional 
appropriation for a monumental sculpture 
honoring Francis Scott Key, who had been 

St. Paul Street Improvement, 1919

Baltimore Sun, 1919, author 
collection
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Homewood area, near the Johns Hopkins 
University campus, and a site at the corner 
of St. Paul and Centre Streets, at the north
ern extreme of a planned improvement on 
St. Paul Street. Both locations were rejected 
for one in Mount Vernon Place, the setting 
around the Washington Monument. Many 
statues were already erected here, and 
one last location had recently been com
mitted for a statue of Baltimore’s famous 
nineteenthcentury author Edgar Allen Poe 
(1809 – 1849).4

The Historic Development of  
Mount Vernon Place

Mount Vernon Place was hallowed ground. 
Robert Mills’ Washington Monument was 
the result of several years of advocacy on the 
part of the city to fund a public work by a 
stateenabled lottery. In 1814 Mills won a 
competition with a design for a multitiered 
column topped by a statue of Washington in 
a quadriga that was intended for the city’s 
former Court House Square (now Monu
ment Square). However, residents’ fear that 
Mills’ towering design might topple on their 
houses in the event of some natural disaster 
was the impetus to move it north of the city 
to land donated by Revolutionary War hero 
John Eager Howard (1752 – 1827) from his 
large estate, Belvidere. On this 200square
foot parcel of wooded land the column was 
begun in 1815, at the head of one of the 
city’s future main thoroughfares, Charles 
Street. The statue of Washington, by Henrico 
Causici (1790 – 1833), was raised to the top 
in 1829, and other details of the column, less 
elaborate than the design submitted, were 
gradually completed.5

Howard’s heirs, working with designs 
developed by Mills, donated additional 
land around the monument for a plan that 
benefited not only themselves but the public. 
The intersection of two streets was widened 
into a Greek cross, forming broad “places” 
(Mount Vernon Place to the east and west 
and Washington Place to the north and 
south), which offered impressive views of the 
monument from the cardinal directions and 

inspired by the events of the battle to write 
“The StarSpangled Banner.” During Pres
ton’s administration a number of other pub
lic monuments were erected celebrating the 
War of 1812.3

Two major anniversaries followed that 
of the Battle of Baltimore. July 4, 1915, 
was the one hundredth anniversary of the 
laying of the cornerstone of Baltimore’s 
Washington Monument, designed by Rob
ert Mills (1781 – 1855) as the first public 
monument to Washington in the United 
States. September 1915 marked the centen
nial of the laying of the cornerstone of the 
Battle Monument, designed by Maximilian 
Godefroy (1765 – c. 1840), which honored 
the city’s fallen in the Battle of Baltimore. 
Notably, both monuments were center
pieces of urban spaces that were designed 
along very different lines: the Washington 
Monument sited in the middle of a park
like setting, the Battle Monument the focal 
point of a paved plaza (today’s Monument 
Square).

 When the United States entered World 
War I two years later, Baltimoreans, under 
Preston’s dynamic leadership, were eager 
to display publicly their commitment to 
the ideals of freedom and democracy. In 
the few short weeks he had to plan the 
momentous groundbreaking, Preston 
cast about for a place to locate the new 
Lafayette memorial. Initial ideas were the 

1. Mount Vernon Place, plan, 1831, 
as redrawn by the Historic Ameri
can Landscapes Survey

Library of Congress, Prints and  
Photographs Division, hals md-1
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provided numerous building lots that could 
be sold for development (fig. 1). Between the 
early 1830s and 1850, the “squares,” as the 
arms of the cross were more often called, 
were gradually enclosed with first wooden 
and then wrought iron fences, and uniform 
perimeter trees were planted.6 (For purposes 
of discussion here, “Mount Vernon Place” 
refers to the central site of the monument 
and all four squares.)

In 1875 – 1876, in preparation for the 
centennial of American independence, the 
city decided the squares looked oldfash
ioned and not in keeping with the emerg
ing elegance of the houses and mansions 
by then surrounding them. Frederick Law 
Olmsted Sr. (1822 – 1903) with Thomas 
Wisedell (1846 – 1884), representing the 
leading landscape design firm in the nation, 
was commissioned to redesign the south 
and north squares. In 1877 the fences were 
removed, and low, roughhewn stone walls 
and other details were installed at the ends 
of each square, as well as concrete paths, 

all in multiple colors, considered in keeping 
with the style now called High Victorian 
Gothic. In the south square a straight path 
formed a strong central axis leading to the 
Washington Monument from the entrance 
at Centre Street, while in the north square 
curvilinear pathways cut across the square 
(figs. 2 and 3). The east and west squares 
would subsequently be treated by the city in 
a manner similar to the north square, and 
in these three squares the tradition of uni
form perimeter trees was retained. Foun
tains were installed in all but the north 
square as well as gaslight fixtures and, by 
the early years of the twentieth century, a 
number of bronze statues of allegorical and 
historic figures.7

It was to this location, rich in historical 
associations, that on May 14, 1917, the 
French war commissioners were escorted to 
the cheers of the thousands gathered along 
the route. After a brief dedication speech 
at the base of the Washington Monument, 
Preston and commissioners René Viviani, 

2. Mount Vernon Place, north 
square, c. 1906

Library of Congress, Prints and  
Photographs Division
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Baltimore’s Municipal Art Commission, the 
Municipal Art Society, and several patriotic 
societies.9 

Needs for Renewal and Improvement

In the weeks before the groundbreaking for 
the statue, Preston had been informed by 
Baltimore City’s Board of Park Commission
ers of plans to repair the broken concrete 
sidewalks in Mount Vernon Place. Preston 
shortly thereafter observed that it had been 

“rapidly deteriorating in appearance and in 
value” and was “in danger of becoming a 
lodginghouse and business neighborhood.” 
He argued that by “beautifying and renew
ing the City’s portion of this beautiful sec
tion, that the property on the square can be 
renewed and raised, at all events prevented 
from degeneration.” At this very moment he 
also had other largescale plans that had long 
been in development, including an improve
ment project for St. Paul Street and one 
for a civic center, both of which embraced 
extensive land acquisition, demolition, and 
redesign as public parks. The impending 
1918 Annexation Act, which would triple 
Baltimore’s size, would require significant 
investment in infrastructure improvements to 
connect this new land with the existing city.10

The park commissioners assured the 
mayor that a concrete repair plan could be 
developed by Frederick Law Olmsted Jr. 
(1870 – 1957), whose family firm in Boston 
had been involved with various local proj
ects for a number of years. In 1912 – 1913, 
the younger Olmsted had been hired by the 
Johns Hopkins University to plan the univer
sity’s entrance on Charles Street and develop 
ideas for resolving nearby street approaches. 
In a private memo, Preston informed each 
park commissioner that because of his expe
rience since he had been in office, he did not 

“think especially highly” of Olmsted: “I have 
found him vacillating, uncertain and unsat
isfactory. . . . I would suggest that if you are 
going to have a landscape or city planning 
man, that you make a change. Mr. Hastings, 
of Carrirre [sic] & Hastings . . . who sits 

the French vice premier and minister of 
justice; the marquis Pierre de Chambrun 
(1865 – 1954), a greatgrandson of Lafayette; 
and Marshal Joseph Joffre, a French war 
hero, walked down the hill to the east end of 
the east square. There, all three Frenchmen, 
beginning with Viviani, broke ground for 
the statue in the middle of an existing bed of 
pansies in full bloom (fig. 4). A participant 
placed a pansy in each of the commissioners’ 
buttonholes, and they were quickly whisked 
off to the train station after a brief hour in 
Baltimore. As the crowd dispersed, those 
seeking souvenirs of the portentous event 
stripped the flower bed, taking the flowers 
as a keepsake of the hallowed ground.8 As 
neither plans nor funds were immediately at 
hand for the Lafayette statue, Preston was 
adroit in seizing the opportunity to have 
the French commissioners break ground 
for the statue. Within several weeks of the 
ceremony, the Lafayette Memorial Commit
tee was assembled, garnering support from 

3. Mount Vernon Place, plan  
showing existing conditions of the 
Olmstedera design, c. 1916, as 
redrawn by the Historic American 
Landscapes Survey and revised by 
author

Library of Congress, Prints and  
Photographs Division, hals md-1
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on the National Fine Arts Commission in 
Washington and comes through Baltimore 
quite frequently, is a very exceptional man 
in this line, or Mr. Ernest Graham, of 
Burnham & Graham, would be available.”11

In the end Preston took matters into his 
own hands and invited Thomas Hast ings 
(1860 – 1929), of the New York firm of 
Carrère & Hastings, to Baltimore to dis
cuss “one or two civic problems,” taking 
the opportunity to include the Lafayette 
memorial. The two had met in Washington, 
when Preston appeared in front of the 
Com mission of Fine Arts, on which both 
Hastings and Olmsted Jr. served, in con
junction with Preston’s advocacy of the 
memorial to Francis Scott Key for Fort 
McHenry. The Baltimore mayor and the 
New York architect apparently found 
themselves to be kindred spirits in ideas 
about city planning, and both were pas
sionate about promoting City Beautiful 
principles. This movement defined a new 
modernism that stressed artistic public 
design as good for the health and prosper
ity of a community. It would dramatically 
reshape many American cities for the new 

century to meet the demands of modern 
transportation systems, new technologies 
of lighting and communications, and shift
ing demographics. Hastings eagerly replied 
that he would come to Baltimore, as he 
was “most interested in anything that has 
to do with the civic development of your 
beautiful city.”12 

After the groundbreaking Preston had 
briefly considered the sculptor Daniel 
Chester French (1850 – 1931) for the cre
ation of the Lafayette memorial statue. 
Preston decided on Hastings after consult
ing with influential Baltimore architect 
William M. Ellicott (1863 – 1944), who 
endorsed engaging Hastings as opposed 
to a sculptor because “the problem is so 
largely architectural in its balance between 
the [Washington] Monument, and the 
parkings etc., surrounding it.”13 In addition 
to the firm’s general architectural reputa
tion it was well known that Hastings had 
designed the pedestal and architectural 
setting in the court of the Louvre for an 
equestrian statue of Lafayette designed by 
Paul Wayland Bartlett (1865 – 1925), who 
was also considered as sculptor of the 
Baltimore memorial. At an early stage in 
the design Bartlett’s participation seemed 
so likely that in one of his drawings 
Hastings used the silhouette of the Paris 
sculpture to suggest the appearance of 
the Baltimore memorial (see fig. 12). The 
design history of the sculpture itself is not 
recounted here; ultimately the commission 
was given to another American sculptor, 
Andrew O’Connor (1874 – 1941), who had 
worked with Carrère & Hastings on bas
reliefs for the Memorial Amphitheater in 
Arlington National Cemetery.

Carrère & Hastings 

Hastings was, by 1917, the surviving mem
ber of the architectural practice that he had 
begun in 1885 with John Merven Carrère 
(1858 – 1911). As a team they were respon
sible for one of the most outstanding civic 
accomplishments of their age, the New York 

4. Marshal Joseph Joffre break
ing ground for the Lafayette 
memorial while Baltimore 
Mayor James H. Preston ges
tures in appreciation, 1917

Maryland Historical Society
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Public Library (1897). This commission 
catapulted them to fame in the early twenti
eth century, garnering numerous public and 
private commissions. In their architectural 
practice the team had become recognized 
as masters of carefully thoughtout plans 
and for their emphasis on designing build
ings from the inside out and on ordering the 
components of a structure according to the 
importance of their functions. The ordering 
dictated not only the elevation of a structure 
but also its ornamentation.14 This design 
approach, which was characteristic of the 
partners’ training at the École des Beaux
Arts in Paris, drew on a wide range of his
toric precedents.

The partners also displayed a particular 
interest in harmonizing a building with its 
site. Regarding their recently completed First 
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Philadelphia, 
one architecture critic observed in 1911: 

“The public seems to be awakening to the 
fact that the architect can improve his build
ing, and to an extent worth payment in the 
treatment of the setting, and Messers. Car
rere and Hastings have, perhaps more than 
any other architects practicing in the coun
try, accomplished this result.”15 Their excep
tional sensitivity to site design allowed the 
firm to become leaders in the emerging field 
of city planning, which gained enormous 
momentum in the early twentieth century 
during the City Beautiful movement. The 
architectural, landscape, and city planning 
history of the firm was largely neglected 
after the rise of international modernism, 
but its contributions in these fields are now 
recognized as among the most important of 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen
turies. However, the firm’s long engagement 
with the major urban center of Baltimore 
has not received full consideration in recent 
studies.16 

Both Carrère and Hastings had profes
sional and personal connections to Balti
more well before Preston took office in 1911. 
The architectural pair met in Baltimore 
while both were in the employ of the firm of 
McKim, Mead & White, which in the 1880s 

had designed the Ross Winans house (1883) 
on St. Paul Street in the Mount Vernon area 
and the Robert Garrett mansion on Mount 
Vernon Place (1884). As both the Winans 
and Garrett fortunes had been made in the 
railroad industry, it is not surprising that 
while working on these projects the duo 
found their first major individual patron in 
the Florida railroad tycoon Henry Flagler.

While Carrère and Hastings may have 
formed their professional alliance working 
together in Baltimore, Carrère’s connections 
to the city went much deeper. His great
grandfather John Carrère (1759  – 1841) had 
immigrated to Baltimore from France in the 
1790s and immediately found a place among 
the city’s rich mercantile class. Several gen
erations of Carrères grew up in Baltimore, 
including the architect’s father, John Merven 
Carrère. By the turn of the twentieth century 
Carrère was related to some of the oldest 
and most distinguished families in the city.17

Carrère’s connections to Baltimore, his 
position as a rising star in American archi
tectural circles because of his work as a civic 
planner, and his role as chief architect and 
head of the board of architects responsible 
for designing the PanAmerican Exposition 
in Buffalo (1901) inspired an invitation to 
him from the Arundell Club in Baltimore 
to speak on “park extension and municipal 
architecture.” The Municipal Art Soci
ety joined in sponsoring this lecture at its 
annual meeting in January 1902, on the 
subject of the extension of park systems and 
their relation to city planning. Carrère’s lec
ture was one of several given at the meeting, 
the other principal talk being on the city of 
the future.18 The Arundell Club was a wom
en’s club formed in 1894 to support efficient 
government management. The Municipal 
Art Society was founded in 1899 by Balti
more citizens interested in promoting park 
development and civic planning. It did so 
by sponsoring lectures and exhibitions on 
art and architecture and by encouraging 
civic leaders to integrate the arts into plan
ning decisions. In its early years the society 
viewed adequate parks and the orderly 
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development of the city proper to be the 
two most important issues facing the city. 
The founding of this nongovernmental orga
nization followed the formation of the city’s 
Art Commission, organized in 1895 and 
composed of the mayor and seven appoin
tees from cultural organizations. Since the 
Municipal Art Society was not affiliated 
with the city, it had greater freedom to pro
mote its agenda, and during this period its 
opinion clearly mattered to those in city hall, 
as its membership grew quickly. At the close 
of its first year, in December 1899, it spon
sored the first national municipal art confer
ence, bringing in authorities on art and civic 
planning from around the country.19

In his Baltimore lecture, Carrère spoke to 
the promotional interests of the society in 
one of his earliest public pronouncements, 
if not his first, of his park and city plan
ning philosophies — ideas that would guide 
his and the firm’s design choices through 
the next several decades. In discussing his 
philosophy for parks within and outside a 
city, Carrère explained that in “the city the 
treatment would be mostly formal. In some 
instances, as in the case of public squares, it 
would be almost entirely architectural.” He 

noted, in fact, that the PanAmerican Expo
sition had introduced “a phase of landscape 
work which until lately has not been popular 
in this country — the extremely formal devel
opment of landscapes, — but it is becoming 
better appreciated.” Carrère noted that the 
exposition might “lead to some interesting 
development in the same way that the object 
lesson of monumental architecture did in the 
case of the Chicago Exposition.”20

While a city might have a highly for
mal center, Carrère argued, radiating out 
from this would be streets planned with 
good views of architectural or sculptural 
points of interest along the way; farther 
out, parkways would emerge, and “nature 
would gradually assert herself” in the form 
of parks encircling the city. Carrère cited 
Paris as the outstanding example of this 
formaltonatural progression, beginning 
at “the very heart” of the city, the Place de 
la Concorde. He observed that a similar 
treatment could be realized in Baltimore, 
perhaps beginning at Mount Vernon Place, 
which “naturally occurs to one as the cen
tral point of the city.” Noting that it was 

“dignified and full of character,” he also 
observed that it was unfortunate that some 
of its approaches from the cardinal direc
tions were “not beautiful avenues with trees 
of such a character as to be easily kept low 
or at a height as would lengthen the perspec
tive leading up to the monument and give 
it a dignified approach which it now lacks, 
without hiding it.” Speaking to a current 
concern of the Municipal Art Society, Car
rère noted that “abnormally high buildings” 
were appearing on Mount Vernon Place, a 
reference to the building in the mid1890s 
of two multiunit high rises, the Hotel Staf
ford and The Severn apartments, both of 
which introduced changes in scale and use 
(fig. 5). The society’s concern about these 
buildings, which to its members signaled an 
unacceptable transformation of the physical 
and economic character of Mount Vernon 
Place, led to the passage of a 1904 Maryland 
law restricting the height of the surround
ing buildings, the first building height law 

5. Mount Vernon Place looking 
west, c. 1903

Library of Congress, Prints and  
Photographs Division
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enacted in the state. As a corrective, Carrère 
suggested trees as a framing device to create 
uniformity around the squares, while hiding 
any irregularities around its perimeter.21

Above all, Carrère stressed that Baltimor
eans must develop a longrange plan for the 
growth of the city, developed by a commis
sion of experts “so competent and so distin
guished that their opinion will be accepted 
as authoritative.” Even if this scheme was 
not followed to the letter, the master plan 
would deter the haphazard development 
that had plagued American cities, including 
Baltimore, since the nineteenth century. Few 
American cities, he noted, had such a distin
guished beginning as nearby Washington, 
where Pierre Charles L’Enfant had set out an 
impressive plan, one that, regrettably, had 
not always been followed.22 Baltimore in 
particular grew quickly in the late eighteenth 
century and early years of the nineteenth. 
An 1812 account of the city noted that it 
had numerous wellbuilt public buildings 
and houses but that none of them were 
situated in public view on the city’s main 
thorough fare, Baltimore Street. By the time 
of Carrère’s speech a modest cluster of public 
buildings had emerged around Monument 
Square, but little had been accomplished in 
the central part of the city to position public 
buildings in distinguished settings.23

Carrère’s speech not only encouraged but 
emboldened the Municipal Art Society to 
continue to push for park expansion. On 
April 20, 1903, the society invited Frederick 
Law Olmsted Jr., then working on a new 
park project in Baltimore (Wyman Park), to 
speak to the group on his work on the Sen
ate Park Commission in Washington. That 
project, embodied in what is often called 
the McMillan Plan, attempted to recapture 
the intent of L’Enfant’s original design for 
Washington, which, Olmsted informed the 
group, was “stimulating” where it had been 
realized, but “disappointing” where it had 
been abandoned. Within two weeks of the 
lecture, the society commissioned Olmsted’s 
firm to develop a master plan for the exten
sion of parks throughout the city, fronting 

the money for the project on the assump
tion that the city would see its value upon 
completion and reimburse the organization. 
The report was presented to the society in 
November 1903, the Board of Park Commis
sioners adopted its resolution and payment, 
and society president Theodore Marburg 
(1862 – 1946) presented the final document 
to the city on February 5, 1904.24 

Just days later, the Great Baltimore Fire 
destroyed nearly all of the city’s central 
business district. Much of the rebuilding 
that followed was devoted to immediate re 
construction of office buildings so that the 
city could return to business. In this cata
strophic environment, city and park planning 
took a back seat, and the Municipal Art Soci
ety’s promotion of the master plan for the 
center of the city was postponed. Although 
the Burnt District Commission, which was 
responsible for planning reconstruction, did 
take the opportunity to widen some streets, 
Sherlock Swann, the commission chair
man, would later report to Mayor Preston 
that there had been “decided antipathy to 
the acquirement of any property within the 
Burnt District lines for park purposes.”25

The 1909 City Plan

Once the emergency had passed, the Munici
pal Art Society once again pushed for the 
development of a city plan and in 1906 
invited Carrère and another New York archi
tect, Arnold W. Brunner (1857 – 1925), to 
serve on an advisory commission to investi
gate a new plan. They were logical choices, 
as the pair, in association with Daniel H. 
Burnham (1846 – 1912), had developed 
Cleveland’s 1903 Group Plan, a highly pub
licized city plan, and Carrère with partner 
Hastings was designing new Senate and 
House office buildings for Washington and a 
planned extension to the Capitol. The project 
was launched with the goal of making Balti
more “the most beautiful city in America,” 
and Olmsted Jr., then still working on the 
McMillan Plan for Washington, was subse
quently asked to assist.26
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In November 1909 Carrère and Brunner, 
without Olmsted, presented their findings 
to Mayor J. Barry Mahool (1870 – 1935), the 
city council, and representatives of impor
tant business interests.27 Brunner made the 
point that their work was not to be viewed 
as the “City Beautiful,” but as the “City 
Sensible,” suggesting that if wise choices 
were made the results would be beautiful. 
As they had advocated in Cleveland, Carrère 
and Brunner recommended grouping public 
buildings around a large open space, sug
gesting that even mediocre buildings could 
have dignity if placed in a planned scheme. 
Acknowledging that there were two ways to 
design cities, the pair noted: “We have cho
sen the formal method of design rather than 
the picturesque. We are not insensible to 
the charm of many of the Old World cities 
but this charm is largely the result of time 
and tradition and the picturesque is not to 
be deliberately constructed.” Suggesting a 
significant change in taste from nineteenth
century landscape design, they observed 
that the picturesque was “mere affecta
tion. Our minds do not work that way; an 
orderly arrangement is the most natural for 
us.”28 Thus, they argued for a contemporary 
approach that was in the design language of 
a formal, or geometrically symmetrical style.

The 1909 plan largely addressed creat
ing a civic center around Baltimore City 
Hall, which by this period was surrounded 
by a jumble of buildings in various stages 
of decay (fig. 6). Baltimore’s city hall 
(1867 – 1875) had been designed in the Sec
ond Empire style by local architect George 
W. Frederick (1842 – 1924). Erected at the 
northwest corner of Holliday Street and 
Fayette Street, the building replaced a 
number of early nineteenthcentury man
sions. By the time it was built, however, the 
elites had abandoned this street, as well as 
areas directly east on Gay Street, and their 
houses had either been demolished for com
mercial structures or altered into factories, 
tenements, and saloons. The placement of 
City Hall here may have been the impetus 
for establishing an east – west axis that 

had emerged by the time of the 1909 plan, 
marked by buildings that included a US post 
office on the east side of Monument Square 
(on Calvert Street) to the west and a new 
courthouse on the west side of the square.

The 1909 plan called for the acquisition 
of all of the property east of City Hall, the 
demolition of all these earlier structures, 
and the rebuilding of the area into a cohe
sive complex including formal open space 
and a concentration of public buildings 
(figs. 7 and 8). This civic center included 
a large annex directly to the east of City 
Hall, behind which an open space would 
lead to the Jones Falls, a stream that entered 
the city from the north. The approach was 
several blocks long, framed by formal lines 
of pleached trees and entered through a 
monumental gateway on the east. Around 
this core of buildings and park, other pub
lic buildings required by the city, state, or 
federal government could be placed in the 
future. Referring to GeorgesEugène Hauss
mann’s Paris and the Ringstrasse in Vienna, 
Brunner and Carrère proposed several 
new monumental approaches to the center, 
including one designed by city civil engineer 
Calvin W. Hendrick, which buried the Jones 
Falls. Although the stream had provided 
much of the city’s early water power for 
milling operations, it also frequently flooded 
its banks and by the early twentieth century 
was often dirty and stagnant. Containing 
it was forward thinking not only for public 
safety and hygiene, but because it created 
a treelined boulevard leading to the Civic 
Center. At its northern end the boulevard 
would merge with Mount Royal Avenue 
and by extension link to one of the city’s 
large early parks, Druid Hill Park, and to 
the larger network of parks envisioned in 
the 1904 Olmsted park plan. Farther west, 
the committee proposed that Howard Street 
could be extended and artfully connected 
with Mount Royal Avenue, thereby forming 
a belt around the city. The assembled par
ties endorsed the plan, and in 1910 Mayor 
Mahool legally constituted the Commission 
on City Plan to further its objectives.29 
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6. View of Baltimore City Hall 
looking west, c. 1909

Maryland Historical Society

7. Carrère, Brunner & Olmsted, 
Civic Center, rendering, 1909

Municipal Art Society, Partial Report 
on “City Plan” (Baltimore, 1910); 
New York Public Library
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In May 1911 James Preston came into 
office with a mandate and a blueprint to 
promote largescale change in the civic 
landscape. The Baltimore American quoted 
his statement that he was determined “to 
bring about a city beautiful, as exemplified 
by a modern system of ornamental street 
lamps.” He advocated a “Great White Way” 
installation (using lighting with very bright 
luminous arc bulbs covered by decorative 
globes, then being promoted by George A. 
Miller of New York) in time for the Demo

cratic National Convention, to be held in 
the city in June 1912. Baltimore had been 
using a combination of gas and electric fix
tures since the early 1880s and was the first 
American city to be lit with gas streetlights. 
The new system, which replaced some of the 
older lighting, encompassed sixty blocks and 
was stated to be the largest installation of its 
kind in the country, making Baltimore “the 
most beautifully lighted city on the Ameri
can Continent.”30

Hastings’ Commission 

Preston’s Mount Vernon Place project was a 
new initiative of his second term, but solu
tions to his other “civic problems,” the St. 
Paul Street Improvement and Civic Center 
projects, had moved at a glacial pace for 
several years. The Civic Center idea had been 
proposed in 1909 by Carrère and others 
and was reenergized by a 1915 ordinance 
approving property acquisition. The St. Paul 
Street project responded to a recommenda
tion in the 1909 plan for improved streets 
heading north out of the central business 
district and connected the proposed civic 
center via a treelined boulevard to Mount 
Vernon Place. The mayor authorized an ordi
nance to realize the project in March 1915, 
enabling the acquisition and demolition of 
properties. City engineer Hendrick, who in 
Preston’s first term had successfully buried 
the Jones Falls — although not as the artistic 
treelined boulevard mapped out in the 1909 
plan — provided plans recommending that 
the St. Paul Street area, with little alteration 
to the existing steep grade, be turned into a 
park with a central walkway for pedestrians 
(fig. 9).31 

After deciding on Hastings to address this 
trio of projects, over the course of two years 
Preston exchanged hundreds of letters with 
his chosen architect and met with members 
of the firm in New York and Baltimore on 
numerous occasions. The mayor’s selection 
of Hastings to realize the Lafayette statue 
and tackle contemporary urban problems 
was heartily endorsed by the Baltimore 

8. Carrère, Brunner & Olmsted, 
Civic Center, plan (with west at 
top), 1909

Municipal Art Society, Partial Report 
on “City Plan” (Baltimore, 1910); 
New York Public Library
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architectural community as well as its civic 
planning leaders, who were invited in June 
1917 to meet Hastings on his visit to Balti
more to discuss the mayor’s plans. Within a 
month after Hastings was selected to provide 
designs for the three projects, Hendrick’s 
plan for St. Paul Street was abandoned, and 
he resigned from office — the engineer appar
ently not having provided Preston with solu
tions capable of realizing his City Beautiful 
ideals. Architect William M. Ellicott, an 
active member of the Municipal Art Soci
ety, later described this plan as an “artistic 
failure . . . without either quality or dignity.”32

At the heavily attended June 1917 meet
ing of stakeholders, Hastings observed that 
the projects were “to be treated as one great 
municipal project, so that one will fit in with 
the other,” and that with such an approach a 

“uniformity of architectural beauty could be 
assured.” He further observed that, although 
city plans of this magnitude had been pro
posed elsewhere in the United States, few 
had been accomplished, and Hastings was 
impressed that the city was already acquiring 

properties and pulling them down, indicating 
that it meant to realize a plan.33

Preston subsequently announced that the 
city was in good hands to carry out “entirely 
the splendid plans that will put Baltimore 
in the forefront of cities with more than 
utilitarian tendencies,” observing that these 
emerging plans would have both “economy 
and art.” As the work developed Preston 
said that Baltimore must remain competitive 
in the region: “Washington, at our doors, 
is destined to be the most beautiful city in 
the world. She is building for beauty and 
we must not overlook beauty also. . . . We 
must, therefore, reconstruct and renew the 
old. Rebuild modern and beautiful lines, 
and while planning for a great commer
cial Baltimore let us lay plans for a more 
beautiful, more artistic and more cultivated 
Baltimore.”34

At a meeting in September 1917, the 
mayor, the Commission on City Plan, the 
Municipal Art Commission, and the Board 
of Park Commissioners as well as the 
Municipal Art Society endorsed Hastings’ 

9. Calvin Hendrick, plan for  
St. Paul Street, 1915

Baltimore City Archives
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initial recommendations for the three proj
ects. It is clear that the designs for Mount 
Vernon Place and St. Paul Street were the 
mayor’s priority, and these two projects 
were to be treated as one construction 
project, with the Civic Center to follow. 
Accounts of Hastings’ presentation observed 
that the plans were so comprehensive and 
convincing, both “technically and artisti
cally,” that “not a single alteration, addi
tion or subtraction was suggested,” a signal 
achievement in view of the knowledgeable 
and engaged audience.35

The projects each evolved in a different 
way: federal government policies relating 
to wartime work and public sentiment dur
ing war as well as procedural and financial 
hurdles altered their courses of develop
ment. The three projects would prove too 
ambitious to be fully accomplished during 
Preston’s second term in office, and he lost 
his bid for reelection to a third term in early 

1919. However, throughout his remaining 
time in office he pushed for the realization 
of these plans under either his own or his 
successor’s auspices.

Mount Vernon Place

Despite the initial wave of enthusiasm for 
the Lafayette statue, this memorial and the 
Mount Vernon Place project proved the 
most challenging to accomplish. Unlike St. 
Paul Street or the Civic Center area, Mount 
Vernon Place was thought to be sacrosanct, 
and in contrast to the other locations, whose 
wealthy residents were long gone, it was 
home to some of the city’s most influential 
citizens. After much debate regarding the 
site for the Lafayette statue, a location at the 
top of the south square was selected, where, 
Preston observed to President Woodrow Wil
son, “these two great leaders will be histori
cally and artistically grouped together with 
fitting dignity.”36

Hastings was given the latitude to rede
sign completely the hardscape of all four 
squares, although he was encouraged to 
retain the round fountain basins in the east 
and west squares.37 The hardscape work 
for Mount Vernon Place was mapped out 
in a series of plans, including the surviving 
drawings for proposed concrete sidewalks, 
granite steps, marble retaining walls, balus
trades, and fountains. Hastings’ first plans 
for the squares displayed an intimate scale 
inherently suited to the design of small 
formal gardens that were conceived as out
door rooms (fig. 10). Simplified lawn panels 
became a principal design element, made 
possible by the reduction in the complex
ity of the pathway shapes: the Olmstedian 
curvilinear circulation was largely replaced 
by fewer, more regular geometric shapes and 
straight lines, in keeping with the classical 
simplicity of the monument (see fig. 3). The 
south square in this initial scheme was little 
altered in plan, but it and the other squares 
were altered in section. In the south square 
the central pathway, which had formerly 
been a rather steeply pitched ramp with one 
major terrace at the point of the fountain, 

10. Carrère & Hastings, early 
designs for Mount Vernon Place, 
1917, as published in American 
Architect, redrawn by the Historic 
American Landscapes Survey, and 
revised by author

Library of Congress, Prints and  
Photographs Division, hals md-1
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was significantly regraded into several 
broader terraces, including a reconfigured 
terrace for a new fountain (fig. 11) and a 
large one at the northern edge, which was 
to serve as the platform for the Lafayette 
sculpture. Hastings made several renderings 
of the Lafayette statue, including a distant 
view showing it dramatically silhouetted 
against the Washington Monument and 
carefully framed by foliage (figs. 12 and 
13; compare fig. 14). This new grading and 
breaks in perspective caused by the various 
balustrades, foliage framing, and juxtaposi
tion of the dark shadowy mass of the statue 
against the white marble of the monument 
were developed to emphasize the Washing
ton Monument as the “architectural climax” 
of the entire composition. In the three other 
squares regrading for all of the park ends 
closest to the monument, where the ends of 

the squares were lengthened and squared off, 
created the space for new surrounding bal
ustrades. Also, as the mounding constructed 
during the Olmsted era in the centers of 
these three squares was to be leveled, most 
of the sculptures were lowered in grade. The 
stone walls enclosing the squares were to be 
replaced with new marble balustrades and 
retaining walls.38 

As the design progressed, it was moni
tored in the popular and the professional 
press. Questions were raised in the Balti-
more Sun about the proposed balustrades. 
Hastings responded in a letter to architect 
Josias Pennington, president of the Commis
sion on City Plan, which was published in 
the Baltimore American, arguing that the 
same question could be asked of the “most 
famous square in the world,” the Place de la 
Concorde: 

11. Carrère & Hastings, Mount 
Vernon Place, south square, plan 
and section of fountain, 1917

American Architect, January 16, 
1918
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One of the most important principles of good planning 

when designing a public square is to always bear in mind 

that the square should be lower in the center than on 

the sides. A very unfortunate situation has always 

obtained in these four arms to Mt. Vernon Square. The 

ground with the grass on it was higher than the side 

roads. The only possible way to lower them was to meet 

their intersection with the roadbed around the monu-

ment by way of a low terrace to make the transition. 

Given this terrace, the only thing was to put the balus-

trade on it, — a balustrade which one associates with 

the human scale gives real scale to the monument and 

makes it look its real size. It also gives the Square plat-

form for the monument to stand upon instead of a circu-

lar one which was badly related to the four corners of 

the buildings around the monument.39

Hastings’ observations suggest how func
tionality and design were intertwined in the 
firm’s design decisions here as they would  
be elsewhere.

Carrère and Hastings believed that sculp
ture should be integral to an architectural 
program. As the sculptures had been placed 
on or around pathways that were being 
moved, their former positions no longer 
made sense, especially because, according to 
Hastings, the statues, including the allegori
cal bronzes of War, Peace, Order, and Force, 
by AntoineLouis Barye (1796 – 1875), had 
been “thrown down anywhere, unrelated to 
anything and not properly appreciated.”40 In 
an attempt to make some of the sculptures 
integral to the architectural framework of 
the squares, Hastings moved the four Barye 
allegories from their positions in the center 
of the west square, placing them on the cor
ner plinths of the new balustrades of both 
the west and east squares, facing the monu
ment, an arrangement he believed would 
be especially evocative after the placement 
of the new Lafayette bronze in the south 
square.41 The addition of the Lafayette 
statue and the repositioning of the allegories 
transformed the sculptures from a collection 
of art objects, some with local significance, 
to a program with national and symbolic 
meaning linked to the American Revolution 
and to democracy.

A lighting plan and the question of 
whether the parks should be electrified con
cerned William Mohr, superintendent of 
lamps and lighting, who reported that the 

“gas lighting systems now installed in these 
[Mount Vernon Place] Squares is in adequate 
and antiquated, and it seems to me a more 
modern type of lighting and fixture should 
be considered to harmonize with the new 
conditions.” Hastings, in the interest of 

12. Carrère & Hastings, Mount 
Vernon Place, south square, 
Lafayette statue and Washington 
Monument, 1917

American Architect, January 16, 
1918 
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economy, first suggested that the “orna
mental post and globe” used in some of the 
city’s squares would be sufficient. Although 
he was subsequently asked to design a 
unique light fixture, it is unclear whether a 
new design was presented. The lights first 
installed, consisting of a round ball globe 
on a decorative pole (fig. 15), were different 
from those used on the contemporaneous 
project on St. Paul Street.42

For the initial campaign Hastings encour
aged the retention of the existing trees in 
the west, east, and north squares, which 

at the time presented a canopy of uniform 
size and height within each square. In 1915 
eight “beautiful and symmetrical” matched 
pin oaks had been transplanted to the west 
square in celebration of the Washington 
Monument centennial, while the east square 
had an older canopy of silver maples. The 
north square as well had an older canopy 
of uniform trees, European lindens (see, for 
example, fig. 2). While the north square had 
a few shrubs at its entrances, the east and 
west squares had none, their only ornamen
tation being planting beds with annuals. The 
south square presented an appearance dif
ferent from that of the others, as it was fully 
planted with a mixture of largely deciduous 
shrubbery, with only some perimeter trees 
remaining from an earlier planting cam
paign. Dating from the Olmsted period, this 
landscaping was a solution to the problem 
created by the small size and steep grade 
of this square, which did not lend itself to 
a grass plat.43 Hastings’ first stage of work 
kept the existing trees and shrubbery until 
the hardscape had been installed, after 
which necessary planting adjustments could 
be made (see figs. 12 and 14).44 The firm also 
presented the city with a detailed ground
plane planting plan for the west, north, and 
east squares. Hastings encouraged the use 
of evergreens at points where they might be 
seen near the white marble balustrades, a 
striking contrast he thought “would appeal 
to the general public” year round. Hastings 
noted that these evergreens could be box
wood or holly plants, in keeping with the 

“Colonial” character of the monument and 
reenvisioned squares.45 

In a letter to the trustees of the Peabody 
Institute, Hastings described his firm as 
the “architects commissioned to restore 
certain features of the Mt. Vernon Square 
so as to harmonize with the splendid old 
Washington statue, designed by Mills, and 
which is Colonial in character; and at the 
same time we have been asked to design 
the archi tectural features of the Lafay
ette memorial to compose and harmonize 
with their surroundings.” That a monu

13. Carrère & Hastings, Mount 
Vernon Place, south square,  
Lafayette statue and Washington 
Monument, 1917

American Architect, January 16, 
1918
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ment from 1815 was viewed as “Colonial” 
was typical of the American Colonial 
Revival, which drew loosely from classi
cally inspired antebellum design sources.46 
In designing these new surroundings, for 
instance, Hastings traveled to Charlot
tesville, Virginia, to examine Thomas Jef
ferson’s University of Virginia, which he 
informed Preston embraced “much interest
ing Colonial architecture.” He also studied 
architecture books published in the United 
States around the time Mills designed the 
column, claiming that he drew the balus
trade and molding profiles from an 1815 
pattern book. Hastings also insisted that 
it was “important that the newer modi

fied features surrounding the Washington 
Monument should be of the same, or as 
nearly as possible the same, material as the 
monument itself.”47 To accomplish this, the 
marble for the new work came from the 
Beaver Dam quarries near Cockeysville, 
Maryland, north of Baltimore — the quarry 
area that had supplied the marble for the 
monument.48 The architect made multiple 
references to his search for “Colonial” (that 
is, “American”) inspirations and suitable 
hard and softscape materials. Clearly he 
wanted to make the Washington Monu
ment the “dominating feature” of Mount 
Vernon Place, as was reported of “this dig
nified city development” in The American 
Architect.49 

As plans for the project were under 
develop ment, critics brought up the wartime 
restraint on new building projects. Other 
newspaper articles and letters to Preston 
from representatives of civic organizations 
voiced concerns about wartime spending, 
particularly in Mount Vernon Place. They 
also complained that the changes might 
alter Mount Vernon Place’s “original” con
dition. Pennington insisted that nothing 
being altered was part of the “old original 
condition” of the squares, but merely the 
work “carried out some forty years ago,” 
deflecting any charge that the current plans 
were impinging on the authenticity of the 
Millsera design. Criticizing the Olmsted 
design from the 1870s, Pennington observed 
that the “present arrangement of the squares 
was carried out in a style of work which 
has been so frequently referred to as not in 
any way harmonizing with the architectural 
style of the monument.” Hastings went so 
far as to say that these “socalled Gothic 
Victorian accessories made out of polished 
granite around the old colonial monument” 
were an act of architectural “vandalism” on 
the part of someone who could not have 
understood the monument (see fig. 2). “Our 
own work in the case of Mount Vernon 
Square is one of devout submission to the 
character and temperament of the men who 
designed the monument in every detail.”50

14. Mount Vernon Place, south 
square, 1946

Maryland Historical Society
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Opposition was expressed not only in con
cern for retaining the “original” character of 
Mount Vernon Place but also in reception of 
the new design. Despite Hastings’ insistence 
that the new work was in fact retrieving a 
lost original harmony of design, criticism of 
the project was couched in terms of concerns 
about “modern” change. One letter to the 
editor observed that the squares of Mount 
Vernon Place were among “the most charm
ing in America. They have what no modern 
planning can give them, atmosphere, color, 
charm. What might be the finest scheme of 
civic planning for a new town in the Middle 
West, is the poorest taste in an eastern city 
whose character has been stamped upon it 
by the passing years.” The writer proposed: 

“Suppose the new plan should be more truly 
classical, more letter perfect?” It might not 
even so be an improvement: “Are we not in 
danger of being deceived by high sounding 
phrases, and cleverly rendered archi tectu[r]al 
drawings?” As the rhetoric and worry about 

this change escalated in the late spring of 
1918, the editors of the Baltimore Sun pub
lished their own thoughts on the matter: 

“There is no doubt of what we have; there is 
a great deal of doubt as to what the Mayor 
proposes to give us in its place. Marble 
magnificence, the artificial pomp and cir
cumstance of the modern landscape artist’s 
staged effects, may impress the minds of 
veneering and fashionplate types, but there 
is danger that in this modernness we shall 
lose a spiritual asset which can never be 
replaced.”51

Despite concerns, Preston and the Board 
of Park Commissioners were in full agree
ment that the work should go forward. 
However, responding to pressures, some of 
them financial, Preston pulled back on the 
implementation of plans at Mount Vernon 
Place, commencing work on all the south 
square modifications but only the instal
lation of the balustrades in the three other 
squares. The day armistice was declared, on 

15. Mount Vernon Place, west 
square, c. 1922, with the new 
design fully implemented and new 
lights and trees in place

Maryland Historical Society
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November 11, 1918, Hastings wrote to the 
park commissioners encouraging them to 
complete the parks according to the origi
nal plans. Reiterating his strong interest 
and his vision for the squares as a whole, 
he repeated: “I do hope your Board will 
find its way clear to secure the money to 
perfect this Square and make it entirely in 
character with the splendid old Washington 
Monument.”52

With the war over, Hastings was brought 
back to town at the commencement of 1919 
and encouraged to rethink, without reser
vation, his designs for the three partially 
completed squares. In February 1919 the 
firm submitted additional plans for the 
completion of the east, west, and north 
squares. Each carefully delineated where 
new work was already in place and what 
yet needed to be accomplished (fig. 16). The 
east square fountain was redesigned as an 
elaborate cascade responding to the steep 

grade, and the sidewalk pattern altered in 
response. In the west square, a new cir
cular fountain was composed of circular 
and square shapes. In the north square an 
exedra was designed for the Howard statue, 
and in all the squares any vestiges of the 
Olmstedera steps and walls were scheduled 
to be removed.53 While Preston launched 
his unsuccessful attempt at a third term, he 
placed this new work on hold, but the south 
square work was completed, the plantings 
were augmented, and the new lighting was 
installed throughout.54

St. Paul Street

Hastings’ plan for St. Paul Street moved 
forward to completion under Preston’s 
administration with very few complications 
or changes to its original design.55 The con
ditions of this site, which was being cleared 
when the architect was brought in, included 
an extreme change of grade on its very nar
row east – west axis between St. Paul Street 
on the west and Courtland Street on the east. 
The planned improvement had to reconcile 
this shift, which left the first floors of the 
buildings on the east side of Courtland easily 
two stories below the entrances to the build
ings on the west side of St. Paul.

The architect approached this project as 
a “sunken garden,” the term most often 
used to describe the proposed work at the 
time. Notably, Hastings observed that, in 
contrast to his work at Mount Vernon Place, 

“there was no historic monument with which 
our design had to conform” and therefore 

“greater freedom of design.” Thus his “object 
[was] primarily a practical study . . . to 
improve the circulation and to connect the 
Municipal Center with Mt. Vernon Square, 
[and] at the same time improve the gen
eral character of the neighborhood, which 
though so near to City center had become 
stagnant and out of touch with its vicinity.”56

On St. Paul Street, the central area of the 
street improvement was treated as a divided 
boulevard, with a long retaining wall, 
extending for several city blocks between 
Saratoga and Franklin Streets, cutting away 

16. Carrère & Hastings, new 
designs for Mount Vernon Place, 
1919, redrawn by the Historic 
American Landscapes Survey from 
blueprints in the collection of the 
Maryland Historical Society and 
revised by author

Library of Congress, Prints and  
Photographs Division, hals md-1
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the hillside and adding drama and monu
mentality. This feature, originally intended 
to be built of stone, with the stairs in either 
marble or granite, and the walls of Indiana 
limestone with inset panels of brick, was 
carried out in concrete and brick (fig. 17). 
The plan (fig. 18) called for a series of alter
nating cascading stairways, the more elabo
rate ornamented with a fountain, likened by 
the press to an “old Italian type,” or more 
specifically, by Hastings, to the Spanish 
Steps in Rome. New uniform electric street 
lighting, the “Ornamental Luminous Arc 
Lamp” the city had adopted several years 

before as the Baltimore standard, replaced 
an admixture of earlier electric and gas 
fixtures on both St. Paul and Courtland 
Streets.57

Allées of pleached trees on St. Paul Street 
were to be pruned into crisp cubic forms, 
acting as a unifying device to hide the many 
irregular building shapes behind them (see 
fig. 17). On the lower level on the park side 
of Courtland Street, a row of evenly matched 
trees flanked the sidewalk. In the central 
park area, “grouped shrubbery and floral 
arrangements” were planned at various inter
sections of the curvilinear pathways. While 

17. Carrère & Hastings, St. Paul 
Street Improvement, elevation, 1917

Baltimore Municipal Journal, Octo-
ber 5, 1917; Enoch Pratt Free Library

18. Carrère & Hastings, St. Paul 
Street Improvement, plan of  
central area, 1917

American Architect, January 16, 
1918
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the southern and northern terminuses of the 
improvement were of different shapes and 
uses (a sunken car park on the south and 
a park at the north), the transition to both 
of these areas was a curved street, on the 

outside portion of which massed shrubbery 
framed the large centerpiece of masonry 
work. With plans approved and the existing 
buildings demolished, a yearlong building 
and planting campaign commenced in April 
1918 (figs. 19 and 20).58 

Civic Center

As mentioned, Preston’s priorities imme
diately after hiring Hastings were clearly 
focused on Mount Vernon Place and St. Paul 
Street, but Hastings had created the original 
drawings for the 1909 city plan (see figs. 7 
and 8).59 At the time Hastings was brought 
in, in June 1917, the Municipal Art Society 
had recently reaffirmed its wish for a city 
hall annex, behind which would be a park 
area, followed by a convention, music, and 
exhibition hall at the realized Fallsway, the 
street that covered the Jones Falls, which 
had been completed in 1915. The convention 
center was frequently discussed, as is any 
largescale civic undertaking, as an economic 
development tool, apparently in response to 
the 1912 Democratic National Convention, 
which had recently been held in the city.60 

19. St. Paul Street Improvement, 
1919

Baltimore Sun, 1919, author 
collection

20. St. Paul Street Improvement,  
c. 1920s

Library of Congress, Prints and  
Photographs Division
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21. Carrère & Hastings, Civic 
Center, plan, 1918

Baltimore Municipal Journal, 
November 22, 1918; Enoch Pratt 
Free Library

In the winter of 1917 – 1918, while the 
other two projects were moving forward, 
Hastings continued to work on ideas for the 
Civic Center, and by March 1918 Preston 
had reviewed welldeveloped plans for this 
project. In April Hastings was authorized to 
make working plans that could be carried 

out by the next administration, especially 
the proposed park design, which had been 
moved from the east of the annex, as sug
gested in the 1909 plan, to directly in front 
of City Hall (fig. 21). As the grade of the 
property between Holliday and Gay streets 
was not flat, Hastings opted, as elsewhere, 
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to treat the green space as a “sunken gar
den,” accommodating the grade change 
with four small flights of stairs on the west, 
leading up to a balustrade, which topped the 
short retaining wall. The entire composition 
was made to provide an axially symmetrical 
framed view of City Hall to the west, as 
well as to provide similar framed views of 
the planned new building to the east. The 
lawn panels on the west gained interest by 
following the curve of the central area of the 
balustrading, and on a smaller scale, similar 
incurvate corners ornamented the Gay Street 
entrance. The shape of these panels was to 
be emphasized by a hedge mimicking the 
layout of the concrete pathways. Rows of 
Norway maples were planned for the north 
and south sides of the park.61 As this project 
evolved, however, the idea of a paved square 
like the Place Vendôme emerged, with Hast
ings’ endorsement, some arguing that an 

“ornamental park without the possibility of 
utility” would serve no civic function here, 
unlike a paved space where masses of people 
could congregate, especially important if, 
as was also suggested, the new public space 
might serve a memorial symbolic purpose. 
Even after Preston lost his bid for a third 
term, he pushed for the development of  
Civic Center, and in the final days of his 
term Hastings sent down a plaster model of 
the project.62

The Legacy of Preston and Carrère & Hastings

In early May 1919 Preston received from 
Carrère & Hastings the firm’s “Report of 
the City Plan Committee of the City of 
Balti more” regarding the development of 
the newly annexed territories, a document 
he had commissioned the previous fall. 
This planning document embraced numer
ous recommendations regarding the future 
development of the city, including parkways, 
transit hubs and nodes with park designs 
at their intersections, bridges, a combined 
railroad and rapid transit station, and 
developments to the harbor, among other 
improvements.63

In the final week of Preston’s adminis
tration, at a ceremony on May 15, the St. 
Paul Street project was officially turned 
over to the Board of Park Commissioners, 
which took the opportunity to rename the 
improvement Preston Terrace. (It is now 
called Preston Gardens.) Preston invited 
Hastings, in town for the dedication, to a 
meeting with the incoming mayor, William 
F. Broening (1870 – 1953). As part of his 
dedicatory speech Hastings noted that “any 
civic problem well solved to adapt itself to 
the practical needs of a people and to its 
spiritual uplift must express itself in beauty 
of plan and construction.” In speaking of 
Preston, Hastings observed that in all of 
his experience with federal and municipal 
work, he had never known of an elected 
official “who has had so wise and compre
hensive an understanding of the physical and 
social conditions of a city and who has had 
a vision as particular and clear of the future 
opportunities and possibilities in the devel
opment of a growing community.” These 
qualities had resulted not only in what was 
realized but also in what he had initiated 
for his successors in Baltimore: “truly [we] 
may say the City which has the promise of 
becoming The City Beautiful of these United 
States of America.”64

Although perhaps seen by the public 
during Preston’s administration as “court 
architect,” Hastings stayed on after Mayor 
Broening took office. Broening, with Hast
ings’ Civic Center model at hand, continued 
to like the idea of a paved plaza for the Civic 
Center. However, as the project materialized 
it became a competition for a combined city 
and state war memorial project. Most of the 
architects invited in 1921 to participate were 
from Baltimore, but several nationally recog
nized firms were invited, including Carrère 
& Hastings. Baltimore architect Laurence 
Hall Fowler (1876 – 1971) submitted the 
winning design. His plan for the park area 
in front of City Hall was a not a fully paved 
plaza but a sunken paved plaza flanked 
by trees on the north and south, as Hast
ings had suggested. Hastings’ inter national 
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achievements continued to be touted as 
assurance that Baltimore had put the proj
ects at Preston Terrace and Mount Vernon 
Place and the city expansion plan in the best 
hands. An article in the city’s own jour
nal that hailed Hastings as “Architect and 
Prophet” quoted his statement: “Our monu
ments of today should adequately record 
the splendid achievements of our contem
poraneous life, the spirit of modern justice 
and liberty, the progress of modern science, 
and the genius of modern invention and dis
covery, [and] the elevated character of our 
institutions.” Arguing that “to express our 
present age we should neither break with the 
past nor select from it arbitrarily,” the archi
tect argued for “the style of our own time.”65

At Mount Vernon Place in the fall of 
1919, the park board and Broening took up 
Hastings’ plans from February. After fur
ther meetings Hastings was asked to retain 
the west square fountain and simplify the 

walkway pattern in the north square. He 
provided final plans for these requirements 
at the end of the year (fig. 22).66 This hard
scape work was completed by the end of 
August 1920, and grass was planted in the 
justcompleted north, west, and east wings. 
With the masonry work completed, the 
parks department became interested in the 
views to and from Mount Vernon Place and 
in addressing the existing tree canopy. Hast
ings was brought in to examine the state of 
the work and recommended the replanting of 
oaks in the west square, which had not fared 
well since their planting in 1915, with either 
oriental planes or European lindens. At this 
time he also suggested that “small elms” be 
planted on the sides of the south square to 
replace the larger framing trees on the sides 
as they died. He also agreed with the park 
commissioners that the view out of Mount 
Vernon Place should be addressed by plant
ing trees on Monument Street to mitigate 
the view in that direction, which was largely 
industrial in nature.67 Hastings’ observations 
encouraged the parks department in early 
1922 to announce that the trees in Mount 
Vernon Place would be replanted, the city 
forester observing that the oaks in the west 
square were dying and that the silver maples 
in the east square were “all past maturity 
and past any tree surgery on the part of 
foresters. In such a formal environment it 
would not do to remove dead and half dead 
trees and leave the few living ones where 
they are.” The forester recommended that 
the oaks and silver maples be replaced with 
American elms, a course of action that was 
put into place in the late fall (fig. 23; see also 
fig. 15). Several years later, as the lindens 
in the north square began to fail, the entire 
square was replanted in elms, maintaining 
the tradition in these three squares of uni
form trees, an important element of Carrère 
& Hastings’ design philosophy.68

As the principal work was completed on 
the squares, controversy arose once again 
regarding the siting of the Lafayette monu
ment. Architects like William M. Ellicott 
defended the location, stating it was the 

22. Carrère & Hastings, designs 
for Mount Vernon Place as real
ized (1920) and replanted 
(1922 – 1928), redrawn by the His
toric American Landscapes Survey 
from early photographs and 
revised by author

Library of Congress, Prints and  
Photographs Division, hals md-1 
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crowning glory of the entire conception, as 
it was a “great symbol of the relation of two 
nations in the cause of human liberty.”69 The 
sculpture arrived in the early fall of 1924, 
and with President Calvin Coolidge, Gover
nor of Maryland Albert C. Ritchie, Mayor 
Howard W. Jackson, and other notables in 
attendance, the Lafayette statue was dedi
cated on the Frenchman’s birthday, Septem
ber 6, in front of a crowd said to number 
twenty thousand. Coolidge implored the 
audience to take the opportunity to “re 
dedicate ourselves to the inspiring memory 
of a true son of world freedom . . . in the 
shadow of the stately monument reared to 
his great friend, Washington.”70

Thus Preston’s campaign for improving 
the city of Baltimore, begun seven years 
before in a bed of pansies, finally achieved 
its objective. Its legacy survives to this day 
in Baltimore’s built environment in two 

realized projects by Carrère and Hastings, 
perhaps rare survivals of City Beautiful 
landscape design and recognized as “among 
the most successful and fully realized of the 
firm’s urban designs.”71 Further, Carrère & 
Hastings’ long work in establishing a civic 
center lives on in the project realized by 
Fowler. Preston seized every opportunity he 
could to promote the beautification of his 
city. The projects demonstrate the tenacity 
required to reshape the urban landscape, 
as was true of other City Beautiful dreams, 
many of which were never realized.

23. Mount Vernon Place, east 
square, c. 1922, shortly before 
trees were replanted

Maryland Historical Society
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notes

An early version of this essay was written for the 
Historic American Landscapes Survey, National Park 
Service, largely focusing on Carrère & Hastings’ work 
at Mount Vernon Place, Baltimore. This report has 
been expanded to include a broader discussion of their 
work in the city. I thank J. Laurie Ossman for early 
assistance with the work of Carrère & Hastings. I also 
thank Nicol Regan for graphic design assistance in 
revising several Historic American Landscapes Survey 
drawings for inclusion in this essay.
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Preface

This volume of Studies in the History 
of Art has been long in the making. 
The twenty years or so over which it 

has evolved have seen many shifts in focus 
in the relatively young field of the history of 
landscape design. Modernism, especially in 
architecture, has also been placed under deep 
scrutiny in these decades. The symposium 
from which this volume results, dedicated to 
the discussion of landscape design and mod-
ernism from the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury to the beginning of World War II and  
including developments in Europe, Latin 
America, and North America, recognized an 
opportunity for genuine interdisciplinary and 
international collaboration. 

In the mid-1990s  close ties between Steven 
Mansbach, then an associate dean of the 
Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, 
and Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn of Leibniz 
Universität Hannover were consolidated in 
a pair of roundtable meetings held under 
the auspices of the Center and Dumbarton 
Oaks. In 1994, during Wolschke-Bulmahn’s 
tenure as director of garden and landscape 
studies, “Hostility towards Nature: Avant-
Garde and Garden Design” was organized 
at Dumbarton Oaks in collaboration with 
Mansbach. In December 1995 Henry Millon, 
then dean of the Center, and Associate Dean 
Therese O’Malley convened “The Design 
and Manage ment of the Environment under 
Authoritarian Regimes: 1920 – 1950” at the 
National Gallery of Art. Mansbach and 

Wolschke-Bulmahn subsequently published 
a selection of their material in a special issue 
of Centropa (2004), to which Gert Gröning, 
formerly professor of urban horticulture and 
landscape architecture at the Universität der 
Kunste, Berlin, also contributed. Discussions 
among Mansbach, Wolschke-Bulmahn, 
and Gröning, joined by Therese O’Malley, 
continued over the years, leading to a sym-
posium held in two parts, in Washington 
and Hannover, in which several lifetimes 
of scholarship were brought together in the 
context of recent and new developments. 
Environmental concerns, gender issues, and 
questions of political ideology, for example, 
were less prominent in the field some fifty 
years ago than they are now, and yet the 
pioneering work of the earlier generation 
of scholars in laying the ground for a cul-
tural, political, and institutional history 
of landscape design in the broadest sense 
remains vital and relevant. The symposium, 
organized by Steven Mansbach, Joachim 
Wolschke-Bulmahn, and Therese O’Malley, 
recognized the essential continuity in this 
rapidly expanding field, and we are especially 
grateful to Gert Gröning, one of its founders, 
for his contributions to these meetings.

The two parts of the symposium, each 
two days long, took place seven months 
apart, with the organizers attending both. In 
Hannover we were honored by a welcome 
from Professor Dr.-Ing. Erich Barker, presi-
dent, Leibniz Universität Hannover. The 
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staff of the Zentrum für Gartenkunst und 
Landschafts architektur, especially Lidia Lud-
wig, gave tremendous support to the events, 
including arranging visits to the historical 
gardens at Wörlitz and to the Stiftung Bau-
haus Dessau, with tours of Walter Gropius’ 
masters’ houses and his housing estate 
in nearby Törten, as well as of Leopold 
Fischer’s settlement houses in Knarrberg. In 
each of these sites the historical, political, 
and cultural implications of landscape design 
are now seen as essential to the understand-
ing of the built environment as a whole, not 
as additional or peripheral to it. 

The sense of shared values and design 
ideas that characterized earlier definitions 
of modernism has given way to more com-

plex and even contending sets of visions 
and expectations. We hope that this pub-
lication will contribute to a deeper under-
standing of changes both in the field of 
landscape architecture and in approaches 
to its history over the long term. Special 
thanks are due to Cynthia Ware for her 
editorial work in preparing this volume 
for publication, and especially to Therese 
O’Malley for her enormous contribution 
as scholarly editor, together with Joachim 
Wolschke-Bulmahn. A grant from The 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation made this 
publication possible.

Elizabeth Cropper
Dean, Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts 



Foreword

As director of the Zentrum für Garten-
kunst und Landschafts architektur 
(CGL) at Leibniz Universität Hannover, 

I was pleased to co-organize and jointly host 
the two-part symposium at which the con-
tributors to this volume originally presented 
their essays. Founded in 2002, the CGL is 
dedicated to conducting and promoting re -
search on garden art and garden memorials 
and to engaging with the current practice 
of landscape architecture.1 The CGL’s mis-
sion includes the exchange of information 
and experience among scholars nationally 
and internationally and presenting research 
findings to the public through publications, 
lecture series, and exhibitions. Since its 
founding, the CGL has dedicated particular 
attention to questions of modernism and 
garden design in Germany, a topic addressed 
in several volumes of the CGL-Studies publi-
cation series.2 A German edition of the pres-
ent volume will be published as part of that 
series.

As Elizabeth Cropper notes in the pref-
ace to this volume, Steven A. Mansbach, 
Therese O’Malley, and I organized the sym-
posium “Modernism and Landscape Archi-
tecture, 1890 – 1940” in order to expand 
the international parameters of a scholarly 
discourse dating back to the 1990s.3 When 
I began to study the history of modern land-
scape and garden design, what had been 
written was largely from the perspective 

of fine arts, graphic and applied arts, and 
architecture.4 Neglect of landscape design 
and garden history had become deeply 
entrenched and seemingly little questioned. 
This disregard can be explained historio-
graphically. Historians of modernism 
attributed to the arts a profound suspicion 
of nature and of the natural landscape. In 
the early twentieth century many “modern” 
artists and architects banished nature from 
their “new society.” Nature, they claimed, 
was inconsistent with their utopian proj-
ect for a world founded on universal laws. 
For them, nature was guilty of promoting 
arbitrariness, encouraging emotion, and 
sanctioning history. They promoted a focus 
on man, rather than nature, as the neces-
sary approach for the future. They installed 
rationalism in the place of emotionalism 
and internationalism in place of chauvin-
ism. As Steven Mansbach said in his opening 
remarks at the symposium, “Nature was 
perceived by the makers of modernism as 
incompatible with a projected, man-made 
world of pure, rational, and transparent 
relationships.”5 

In an environment so inhospitable to 
nature, garden design was rarely considered. 
And yet throughout the period of modern-
ist art, landscape architecture and garden 
design offered fertile grounds on which 
to work out new definitions and practices 
of this art. Particularly after World War I, 
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garden architects in Europe searched for 
new models for “modern,” meaningful 
garden designs. Regarding modernism and 
garden design in Germany, these develop-
ments have been investigated since the 1980s. 
Given this volume’s chronological focus on 
the years 1890 to 1940, it is worth reflecting 
on an essay of that period, “The Modern 
German Formal Style,” which appeared first 
in 1917 (with subsequent editions in 1929 
and 1931) in Henry Vincent Hubbard and 
Theodora Kimball’s still remarkable book 
on the tasks of landscape architecture, An 
Introduction to the Study of Landscape 
Design. They wrote that before “the very 
modern national consciousness of the Ger-
man empire,” there was nothing in Germany 
that could be said to be an independent  
historical style of landscape design: 

The modern German conscious seeking for national 

expression in every field has had its influence on Ger-

man landscape architecture notably in the production of 

a formal style of landscape design, intentionally different 

from any style which has gone before. In many another 

style the artist has consciously adapted his means to his 

ends to express the ideal which seemed to him of most 

worth, but here for the first time landscape designers 

have gone deliberately to work to determine what their 

national ideal ought to be and then logically deduced 

what means should be employed for its attainment.6

In all aspects of landscape design concerned 
with aesthetics, according to the authors, 

“the modern German feeling that a German 
must be different from other men in his 
nature and in his needs has found an inter-
esting expression.”7 Hubbard and Kimball 
thus assigned the concept “modernism” in 
Germany to the “Modern German Formal 
Style,” a mode of geometric formality that, 
from 1900, under the influence of English 
theorists, was propagated by architects such 
as Hermann Muthesius and Peter Behrens.8 

It is notable that Hubbard and Kimball 
did not mention Willy Lange (1864 – 1941) 
in their book, for he was one of the land-
scape architects who were trying at that 
time to develop a national and modern style 

in Germany. Developments in the modern 
natural sciences during the late nineteenth 
century —particularly in such disciplines 
as ecology, plant geography, and plant 
sociology — stimulated Lange’s efforts.9 He 
was perhaps the first German landscape 
architect to take up the concept of ecology, 
which he understood not in the sense of pre-
serving nature (a motivation that is captured 
by several essays in this volume), but rather 
as “the science of communal living among 
entire groups” of similar species, or, in other 
words, as a “physiognomic understanding 
of the plant world within nature.”10 This 
approach to landscape garden design would, 
Lange claimed, be “the truly modern gar-
den, the garden for our time.”11 But Lange’s 
concept of the Naturgarten was highly influ-
enced by his racist ideas about a close and 
harmonic relationship of the German people 
to nature. In his book Reactionary Modern-
ism: Technology, Culture and Politics in 
Weimar and the Third Reich (1984) Jeffrey 
Herff coined the term “reactionary modern-
ism” for “the mixture of ‘great enthusiasm 
for modern technology with a rejection 
of the Enlightenment and the values and 
institutions of liberal democracy’ which 
was characteristic of the German Conserva-
tive Revolutionary movement and National 
Socialism.”12 Lange’s “modern” ideas about 
garden design fit well under this umbrella.

With the advantage of our historical 
perspective we know, in fact, that the first 
three decades of the twentieth century in 
Germany saw developments in garden design 
that lie outside the parameters of the formal 
style and that their relationship to concepts 
such as modernism and nature warrant dis-
cussion. Indeed, the introduction of formal 
modes of garden design in Germany after 
1900 and the rejection of the landscape style 
(or, as it was then also called in Germany, 
the “Lenné-Meyersche” style) heralded 
the beginning of modern trends in garden 
design. But attempts were also undertaken 
in that period to develop aspects of the 
Jugendstil (art nouveau), expressionist, and 
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Dutch De Stijl art movements. In those cases, 
designers objectified gardens to an extreme 
degree, seeking to exclude both nature (in 
the form of naturalistic design and plant-
ings) and — particularly — romanticism. 
These developments were linked in Germany 
above all to garden architects such as Lebe-
recht Migge (1881 – 1935), Hans-Friedrich 
Pohlenz (1896 – 1960), and Georg Pniower 
(1896 – 1960), who pioneered the introduc-
tion of the most advanced technology into 
the garden and its culture.13

These efforts toward modern garden 
design in the Weimar Republic were vilified 
under National Socialism; blacklisting and 
other Nazi persecution measures terminated 
the professional careers of most practition-
ers. José Tito Rojo describes parallel politi-
cal obstacles to modernism in landscape 
design in Spain in an essay that brings that 
historical episode to light for the first time.

The search for a modern national expres-
sion in landscape is a theme taken up by 
many of the essays in this volume. Spain, 
Argentina, the United States, and Italy 
all produced rhetoric proclaiming their 
attempts to define progressive — even 
avant-garde — landscape design, whether 
formal or naturalistic, as an expression of 
cultural modernity. Scholarly discussions 
and publications have explored the theme of 
modernism in Germany since the 1980s; yet, 
as demonstrated by Michael Lee’s essay in 
this volume, new methodological approaches 
to the topic are yielding important results. 

The contributors to this volume address 
important questions that have not previously 
been raised and that will shed new light on 
the relations between modernism and gar-
den design. It is to be hoped that many of 
these questions can be answered; we can be 
sure that from them, new ones will arise.

joachim wolschke-bulmahn
Director, Zentrum für Gartenkunst und 
Landschaftsarchitektur 
Leibniz Universität Hannover

notes

I thank Therese O’Malley for an extremely fruitful and 
enjoyable collaboration, and particularly for carrying by 
far the major burden of preparing this volume for 
publication.
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